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Ever had a roasting on social media or 
got some grief while gaming? 

Try our quiz to find out…

1. What is roasting?
a) Boasting while gaming
b) Cooking in a life simulation video game
c) When your games console gets too hot 
d) Ganging up on someone to mock or humiliate them

2. Griefing is..?
a) Giving up halfway through a game
b) Posting comments about feeling sad
c) Deliberately sabotaging other players in an online 

game
d) Breaking a computer

3. An online troll is someone who..?
a) Sings while they are gaming
b) Tries to get people to say nice things about them on 

social media 
c) Provokes and insults people online
d) Posts the same comment more than once, usually 

accidentally

4. Catfishing is..?
a) Buying cat food in a life simulation video game
b) Pretending to be someone else to bully or control 

others
c) Trying to get others to gossip online
d) Spreading gossip online

5. Flaming is..?
a)	 Sending	abusive	comments	online	to	provoke	a	fight
b) Accidentally killing yourself in an online game
c) Accidentally killing someone in your team in an 

online game
d)	 A	method	for	refining	goods	using	furnaces	in	

Minecraft

6. Fraping is..?
a) Pretending to be someone else online
b) Logging onto another person’s account
c) Posting inappropriate content as someone else
d) All 3 

7. What is outing?
a) Helping someone in an online game
b) Sharing someone’s personal, private or embarrassing 

information 
c) Deliberately dying in a game so you don’t have to play 

any more
d) Leaving an online conversation 

8. Swatting is…
a) Making a false report of a serious crime to get a 

response from law enforcement (such as a SWAT unit)
b)	 Streaming	a	video	of	someone	killing	flies	
c) Reporting people who are abusive
d) Going online to revise for an exam

9. What is sh*tposting?
a) Using a poo emoji in an online comment
b) Deliberately posting provocative or off-topic comments 

on social media to distract from the main conversation
c) Making a false report of a serious crime to get a 

response from law enforcement
d) Being rude about the spelling and grammar mistakes in 

someone’s post

10. Happy slapping is…
a) Physical assault that is recorded on a smartphone and 

sent to others or posted online
b)	 Winning	an	online	fighting	game
c) Using smiley emojis excessively
d) Sending abusive comments online to make someone sad



TechSafe

These apps are all 
free to download

1. What is roasting?
d)  Ganging up on someone to mock or humiliate them

Always be respectful to others when you are 
online:
• Think about what you post and how it 

may make others feel. 
• If someone is struggling in the game you 

are playing, they are more likely to get 
better with some encouragement than 
if you give them a hard time. Help them 
out: offer them some tips. Remember 
what it was like when you were a noob 
(new player).

2. Griefing is..?
c)  Deliberately sabotaging other players in an online 

game

3. An online troll is someone who..?
c) Provokes and insults people online

If someone gives you verbal abuse while you 
are on social media, you can find out how to 
report them on www.reportharmfulcontent.com

4. Catfishing is..?
b) Pretending to be someone else to bully or control 

others

5. Flaming is..?
a)	 Sending	abusive	comments	online	to	provoke	a	fight

Sending abusive comments online is a form 
of cyberbullying. Lots of people get bullied 
online. Find out the facts and what to do 
if you are being bullied on our TechSafe - 
Bullying app. 

6. Fraping is..?
d)  All 3: pretending to be 

someone else online, 
logging onto another 
person’s account, posting 
inappropriate content as 
someone else 

7. What is outing?
b)  Sharing someone’s 

personal, private or embarrassing information 

Talk to a trusted adult if something upsetting 
happens online. You can also call Childline 
(0800 1111) or download Childline’s ‘For Me’ 
app (12+) and chat online to one of their 
counsellors.
 

8. Swatting is…
a) Making a false report of a serious crime to get a 

response from law enforcement (such as a SWAT unit)

9. What is sh*tposting?
b) Deliberately posting provocative or off-topic comments 

on social media to distract from the main conversation

10. Happy slapping is…
a) Physical assault that is recorded on a smartphone and 

sent to others or posted online

If someone sends you hateful messages, don’t 
get drawn in to an abusive conversation. 
Retaliating - like sending back more negative 
comments - will only make the situation worse. 
Keep the messages to show to your trusted 
adult: it will help them to understand what is 
going on and stop the abuse.
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